
 

How to Create 10x the Content in Half the Time 
THRIVE BY DESIGN WITH TRACY MATTHEWS 

“What you're doing when you create a lifestyle blog post is you're showing your customers why 
your jewelry is unique, and they want to know that because they are buying jewelry to feel 

special and unique, and you're giving them this kind of brand promise proof when you write a 
lifestyle blog post.” 

You’re listening to Thrive-By-Design business marketing and lifestyle strategies for your 
jewelry brand to flourish and thrive. Let’s get started.  
 
Intro: You're listening to Thrive by Design, business, marketing, and lifestyle 

strategies for your jewelry brand to Flourish & Thrive.  .  Let's get started.  
Tracy: Welcome to Thrive by Design podcast episode 157. Hey there, it's Tracy 

Matthews, the Chief Visionary Officer over at Flourish and Thrive Academy, and 
I'm of course your host today. Well today is going to be a fun one because I have 
this very special guest who is also one of the coaches in our community over at 
Flourish and Thrive Academy. Darian Chavez is one of our copy coaches for our 
SOS coaching program over here. I love Darian's style. She's done a couple of 
trainings for our Diamond Insiders group over the past couple of years. I also 
love the fact that she is just so great at finessing words and finding copy that 
actually works from an SEO perspective, and also from a client attraction 
perspective, I think that's the best way to do it. But today we're talking about 
something quite different, because Darian is a master at all things words, and I 
know some of you really struggle with getting words down on paper and it can 
be a little bit of a challenge for you. I totally understand it. I remember a time 
when I first started a blog and I was kind of like, "What the heck do I write on 
this thing?" 

In fact my first blog and first attempts at social media back in the day, in the 
2000's, when social media had just become a thing and when blogging had just 
become a thing were pretty sad. In fact if you want to give yourself a little 
chuckle, google Tracy Matthews Designs Inc Blog and I that my old blog will pop 
up. The only reason why it is still with just like kind of hovering out there in the 
universe randomly is because I closed my old business down and that blog was 
attached to an email address that I had with that business, and I can't log in 
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without the email address because I couldn't remember the password. The 
usual passwords that I usually set for those things did not work, so it's stuck 
there and they won't let me recover it because that's the only email address I 
have with it and I don't have access to it. So go give yourself a little laugh and 
see what I used to blog about. A lot of jewelry, a lot of trunk shows, a lot of yoga, 
a lot of personal stuff. It's kind of funny. Anyway, I was blogging without 
direction and creating content that wasn't really cohesive with my brand or 
what I was trying to strategically do.  

So today, I know that this was definitely a stress point for me, and I know just by 
talking to many of you that it's the stress point. When I ask people in our 
Diamond Insiders and outsider community and our larger community when 
people ask me about creating content and what you write on social media and 
what are you supposed to do you on your blog and what's the purpose of the 
blog and I'm not a good writer today, we have some really good hacks for you.  

Darian is going to talk about creating content but doing it ten times faster than 
you normally would. So today is all about how to create ten times the content in 
half the time. Darian is also going to share a very special masterclass that she's 
hosting and just for the Flourish and Thrive community during this interview, 
so make sure that you stay tuned and we'll definitely have links to the 
masterclass at the show notes over on the blog over at 
FlourishThriveAcademy.com/episode157. So if you're listening to this on 
iTunes and you're interested in joining this, make sure that you write this URL 
down so that you can find it, FlourishThriveAcademy.com/episode157 and head 
on over and register for Darian's amazing masterclass. It's going to be really 
good fun, she's going to teach you some great copy tips and content creation tips 
that are going to help you with everything from writing your newsletter and 
getting things really dialed in from a copy perspective.  

Before I fully dive in to more about Darian which I will definitely jump into, I 
want to ask you are you coming to Flourish and Thrive Live? Well I have some 
really great news for you guys because I want all of you to come. We don't have 
enough space for all of you to come, but I would love for all of you to come. And 
for those of you who are really interested in networking and connecting and 
getting the latest and greatest marketing and jewelry business advice, this is 
really the event to be at, especially if you have a jewelry or product based 
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business, because it's really specific to those things. So I'm super excited to be 
hosting some really amazing speakers this year, including one of Flourish and 
Thrive's favorites, Sabina Hitchen. 

I also have my good friend Susie Moore coming to talk about a really interesting 
out of the ordinary way to get traffic and conversions and build your list on your 
website. So this is going to be a really great talk, we also have a great 
professional coming in from the Profits First community, named Ingrid, and she 
is awesome. We're going to talk all about how you can become super profitable 
in your business, and it's not necessarily even about making a ton more money, 
so this is going to be an amazing event.  

Plus we have jewelry industry professionals from across the board, including 
today's sponsor, Accounting for Jewelers, which I'm going to tell you a lot about 
this amazing company. It is founded by Mariel Diaz who is a long time jewelry 
industry maven. She has a passion, not only for design and making jewelry, she 
is a trained metal smith has all sorts of certificates from a JIA, etc. But she is also 
really passionate about accounting, and that's why she founded Accounting for 
Jewelers. It's a really amazing company that helps jewelry designers, makers 
and jewelers, and they offer a wide range of services. From full service 
bookkeeping, registration and taxes, verification services, financial strategy and 
business advisory services, do it yourself online training courses for complete 
set up, a maintenance of your zero account. It's her favorite accounting 
platform. She also has great integrations like GetBenchworks.com, which is an 
inventory management app that integrates with zero. It's an amazing, amazing 
program. You should definitely check it out. 

The founder, Mariel Diaz, has been a coach, our financial coach actually over 
here at Flourish and Thrive for quite a long time. She's been coaching in our 
mastermind program, in our former mastermind program for many years, and 
now she is one of our SOS coaches and she's helping the designers get their 
financials and their books in orders, and she is just amazing. But the coolest 
thing is that she just launched this amazing Do It Yourself: Accounting Made 
Easy program where you can get your books and accounting set up in Zero 
super, super easily and have step by step guidelines on how to do it. I know one 
of the frustrations that many of you have is, "How do I set up my books? I can't 
quite yet hire a bookkeeping professional, so what do I do?" Well this is the 
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program for you, so make sure that you definitely check it out. You can hand 
over to FlourishThriveAcademy.com/a4j, and checkout Accounting Made Easy. 
It's a great do it yourself program and all the deliverables are listed right over 
there on that page. You can check out how easy it is to get your books on your 
own and understand it and have fun at the same time. The best part is that 
Accounting for Jewelers is offering a $100 discount code for all you Thrive by 
Designers if you're interested in setting up your own books or getting access to 
any of the courses that they offer over Accounting for Jewelers. You can use the 
discount code to get $100 off your order by entering the words "thrive by 
design" in all lowercase letters that is "thrive by design". And of course, we'll 
have all the links and everything that you need over on the show notes, so make 
sure that you check it out over at FlourishThriveAcademy.com/episode157. 

Alright, let's dive into today's episode, and before I do, I would love to do a quick 
intro of Darian. Darian as a professional copywriter at DNCCopywriting.com and 
a copy coach. She and her husband, Julio, created the DNC written marketing 
course membership where they teach product base businesses how to write 
heart centered website and marketing copy. They recently moved with their five 
year old son to Hawaii to enjoy more family time. Darian's awesome, I know 
that you're going to love today's episode, and you're going to feel so empowered 
when you're getting ten times the content done in half the time. Alright, let's 
dive right in. 

Tracy: Today I'm super stoked because we're talking about content, and one of the 
things that I know can become a huge hold up for designers and makers is that 
they struggle with what to write, where to write it, how to write it, when to 
write it. All those things. Today I have a very special guest on the show. Darian 
Chavez, she is one of our SOS coaches, and one of our Diamond Insider mentors. 
Darian, thank you so much for being here. 

Darian: Hi Tracy, I'm so happy to be here. 

Tracy: I am stoked. So we're going to talk about creating content. More specifically, 
how to create ten times the content in half the time. I love this topic and love 
this idea. So I want to give a little back story, and Darian, you are one of the 
most sought after coaches, I would say, in our SOS coaching program. Darian 
does copywriting coaching and she helps designers with all sorts of content 
pieces that they need to get up and running on their website in their email 
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funnels, nurture sequences, all that sort of thing. And so a couple months back 
in April we had a workshop, our first workshop of the year, Half Day 
Implementation workshop where we had an SEO expert come in, Dale Bertrand. 
One of the things that Dale spoke about is how important content is to actually 
building sales online. And so I'm excited to have you here, Darian, to talk a little 
bit more about some of the types of content that we need to create, but also how 
you can get this content together and going in a shorter period of time so it's 
less overwhelming, and so that you can get the maximum benefit from all this. 
Are you ready for it? 

Darian: I'm so ready. This is one of my favorite things to talk about. 

Tracy: Okay, awesome. So before we dive in, I'd love for you to tell us a little bit more 
about yourself and your journey. I know some parts of your story, a little bit 
secretive, I can't spill the beans.  

Darian: Our journey has been, I guess kind of a typical entrepreneur journey. We've 
sought out and learned and failed and learn some more and then kind of figured 
out how to develop the business that fit us better. 

Tracy: And you're saying "we" because you are talking about your husband, Julio. 
Correct? 

Darian: Yes. Okay, so I always forget. My husband and I are a team and I always forget to 
mention that, because it is usually me that is the face or the voice of the things.  

Tracy: And your business is DNC Copywriting, correct? 

Darian: Yes, that's correct. DNC Copywriting is our services aspect, and then we also 
have a separate course as well, the DNC written marketing and stuff. We work 
together primarily on the services that we offer people in the coaching. 

Tracy: Okay, awesome. And so what is the journey that kind of brought you into 
copywriting? Because I know you have a different background. 

Darian: Yeah, so whenever we started our first business we kind of just woke up one 
day and were like, "You know what; we want to do something different. We 
want to change our lives up a little bit. We're not real happy and we kind of feel 
stuck in a rut in both of our careers and what we're doing." So we just picked 
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something we both liked and it with soap and candles, were the oddest reason 
really. 

Tracy: Yeah. 

Darian: We decided we were going to start a business around soap and candles. We 
actually did not have any idea how to make soap or candles when we made that 
decision, and so next year was all about learning how to create it and then 
learning how to market it and make sales and things. And that's when we joined 
several different marketing groups to kind of figure things out and work with 
other handmade entrepreneurs. What we found it there was that we kind of, our 
interests tended more toward the marketing aspect, rather than the creation 
process itself, and so when people in those groups asked for help writing their 
content we kind of were like, "Well, we really enjoy writing content." What 
started out is just free help and working together, turned into something that 
was taking up a lot more of our time than we could give with balancing two 
businesses. So we ultimately sold the soap and candle business and focused 
entirely on the copywriting and started to build it from there, and that's been 
going on for a few years now, and it's just getting bigger and bigger. So we're 
really excited about where it is right now. 

Tracy: That's amazing. So you are in this group helping people with their "about" 
pages, with their blog content, with their product descriptions, all those things. 
And soap and candles out the door. No more soap and candles. I love that story 
and I love it that you just like randomly decided on soap and candles.  

Darian: It really was very random. I kept thinking, "What do I enjoy?" And I enjoy sitting 
in the bath with soap and my candles. And so I thought, "Well I'll just make that 
for people." But I had no idea how to do it. We kind of figured it out as we went 
along. 

Tracy: Awesome, I love it. Okay, so we're going to start diving in right away because I 
want to get into the juicy bits because I want to know how you can support us in 
doing ten times the content in half the time because you're a master at that. So 
as I mentioned before just a few minutes ago, we had a workshop here with an 
SEO guy who specializes in SEO for e-commerce named Dale Bertrand of Fire 
and Spark. And the cool thing about what he was talking about is all the 
different things that you can do on your website, not only to create SEO, but you 
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get more traffic to your site by optimizing your search results in Google or 
whatever. One of the things that he kept talking about, because a lot of people 
resisted this and some of the questions that were coming up from the designers 
that were actually live at that workshop and attending virtually, this is only 
something for our SOS community, was, "Do I really need to blog? How specific 
do my product descriptions need to be? Etc." So I found some of his answers 
interesting, and so I know that people get really overwhelmed by all the types of 
content that they have to create, not only to drive traffic to their site and make 
sales, but also to use it as a tool for SEO. Do you want to kind of break that down 
for us? 

Darian: SEO, it can get very complicated and overwhelming if you want to dig into the 
back end of it and everything, but what we control primarily are the words on 
the page that went to SEO. It also has to do if your website is navigation friendly 
and everything is functioning and your links work, but those are all things that 
you can figure out and you can fix quickly. What most people have a lot of 
trouble with is what kind of words they need to use to get those Google spider 
attentions, to get the attention of Google and search engines and everything and 
actually start to rank over time. So the biggest thing you need to do is figure out 
what key words your customers are searching for, and the best way you can do 
that is to start listening to them. So if you have a Facebook page, if you have a 
Facebook group, if you have any kind of connection to communicate with your 
customers, pay attention to the words they're using to describe the problems 
that they're having, to describe the things that they're looking for specifically, 
and even reach out and have conversations with them and ask them what they 
want.  

If you have an email list, it's always a good idea to frequently send out emails 
asking your subscribers what they want, what they're looking for. Another way 
you can do that, if you don't necessarily have those resources, if you're just 
starting out, or if you want to dig a little bit deeper, do some more work around 
it, is you can go to google.com/trends and you can start searching for words that 
describe your products, your jewelry, the kind of style that you create and see 
what matches up. So Google Trends will show you other words that are 
trending, other products that are trending similar to the word you put in there. 
It gives you information on the region, on the demographics of the people 
searching for those things and other related key words. If you want to get very 
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into it and if you want to sit down and take the time that is required to really 
find a long list of key words to go into your blog posting things, which you don't 
have to do this in one afternoon, this is something that people can do over time 
that you can dedicate bite size chunks of your time to and kind of learn and 
figure out as you go. Nothing has to be done right this moment. If you can go to 
Google Keyword Tool Planner and you can do the same thing. You can plug in 
keywords that describe your specific type of jewelry and the style that you 
create. You can plug in words that describe the emotion you want to evoke and 
words that describe your brand message, things like that. You can see 
similar keywords and how they're ranking. How people are responding to them. 
If the numbers are high... So there's low competition, medium competition, high 
competition. I'm only going to go over this very briefly because I'm sure this 
was all covered in the workshop. What are you looking for when you search 
there is low competition but high search value. And once you do figure out all 
the keywords and things you want to use, you need to think about the type of 
content your customers are looking for that you can easily and naturally fit 
those keywords into.  

Some great types of content are, what I have found with jewelry especially is 
that when you talk about your creation process, your customers are very, very 
interested in that. As entrepreneurs we don't tend to think of ourselves as 
interesting people because we're around other entrepreneurs, it seems normal 
to us to have the same thought processes of, "What kind of marketing should I 
use? How should I create this product? What should I do with my brand?" But 
when you're talking to your customers, more than likely they are not 
entrepreneurs, they are not jewelry creators so they have no idea what you do 
or what goes on in the scenes behind that beautiful piece of jewelry that you put 
on social media or on your website. So some of the things that I've seen have the 
best reaction from customers and subscribers are talking about your process, 
and you can easily set all of those words into a blog post about the process used 
to create the jewelry. From the conception of it, you're drawing it on a piece of 
paper, to whatever process you use to create it, what kind of materials you're 
using, the type of gemstones that go in there or diamonds, gold, silver, whatever 
kind of material, and the end product and the type of customer that you've 
created this for. So this kind of blog posts can be something that's one long post 
or you can create a series of it and it stays on one topic, which makes it really 
easy to continue on with. Instead of having to brainstorm a new topic every 
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single day, you can just brainstorm this process you want to create and then 
detail it within this blog post fit all in those keyword in there.  

Another couple blog post that gets a lot of attention is a lifestyle shot, and the 
reason this is interesting is because you're showing your customers what's 
special about your jewelry. So when you talk about the lifestyle, which can go 
hand in hand with your brand message and the type of clients that you're 
wanting to attract, where they would wear this piece of jewelry, when they 
would wear it, what it would pair with, who they would get it from or who they 
would give it to as a gift, everything that would go with it. And this, because 
jewelry is such a beautiful product and it lends itself to imagery, this is a kind of 
a blog post where would have lots and lots images. What you're doing when you 
create a lifestyle blog post is you're showing your customers why your jewelry 
is special, why your jewelry is unique, and they want to know that because they 
are buying jewelry that you feel something. They want to feel special and 
unique, they want to wear something that's going to help them stand out among 
their peers, and you're giving them this kind of brand promise proof when you 
write a lifestyle blog post. 

Now there are a couple other ones that I wanted to touch on as well, is tips on 
how to wear your jewelry. When you write a practical blog post, that's 
something that your customers are going to want to click on very quickly, 
because that's what they want to know. Other blog posts are interesting and 
they're great for SEO and they're great for long time loyal fans, but what brand 
new subscribers want to know is what they're going to do with this jewelry 
right now. So eight tips on what to do with the jewelry kind of post is going to be 
something that's very hot and very fast for them to click, and it's something that 
you can create seasonally. So something specific you can do with that is, if 
you're creating a necklace what kind of necklace is it, well kind of neckline you 
would wear it with the shirt, what else you would pair it with if it's another... A 
pair of earrings that go with the necklace or if there's another pair that doesn't 
necessarily match completely, but would pair beautifully if they were to wear an 
evening gown, for instance. Give them very specific tips and tricks of how to 
best use this jewelry, when they can use it and all these things. Something very 
practical and functional. Now this kind of post would have to be a quick read in 
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my opinion, because you want to give them the information they want so that 
they can put it on a get out the door as fast as possible, a reference type.  

The forth piece of content that I think is incredibly important, not just for SEO, 
but for your brand, is something that has social proof in it. So whenever you 
have noteworthy news to share with your customers don't just put this in an 
email, and we'll get to emails in a second because you do want to let your list 
know about everything you're writing, everything you're putting on your 
website. What you want to do is create an entire blog post surrounding this 
piece of news. So who's wearing your jewelry, if you have been able to get your 
jewelry on a celebrity and there's a photo of that celebrity wearing your jewelry, 
if you've got a whole bunch of customers sending in rave reviews, glowing 
testimonials about how much they love what you've created, this is a perfect 
opportunity to showcase that, to give your customers some social proof that 
your brand is as amazing as you tell them it is, as amazing as you know that it is. 
So you need to write this blog post showcasing all these brag points, which is a 
good thing. Brag should be a good word in your vocabulary because you worked 
really hard on this business and you need to feel comfortable bragging about it, 
and the best way to do that is to showcase it in a blog post all about the different 
places you've been featured. 

And now something else you can do it this is take it into your own hands, you 
don't need to wait around for the celebrities to wear it or your customers to 
send in those testimonials. Reach out and ask for those testimonials. Write these 
blog posts and get them featured in magazines, get them featured on different 
websites and then talk about that in your blog post, because it lends to your 
social proof and it lends to your brand awareness and it just helps you grow, 
and helps your customer base grow. It's also very sharable when you do those 
kinds of posts. 

Tracy: Awesome, awesome. Thank you so much. And then I think another thing too, we 
heard a lot from people like Garry V. and other people that you want to 
document, or basically like write one piece of content and then dice that up in 
different ways for different platforms. Do you want to talk a little bit about that? 

Darian: Yes, and this is a great idea, especially when you are like most of us 
entrepreneurs are, you're strapped for time. 
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Tracy: Yes. 

Darian: Whenever you write your blog post, those are typically longer forms of writing. 
Between 800 and 1200 words is really the best number to shoot for, because 
then the search engines will recognize that as a blog post, as opposed to a press 
release or another kind of content. But when you don't have time to write 
something that long, you can parse things together and share them separately. 
So shorter blog posts are always okay, it's just not going to be categorized in the 
same rank. What you can do with that is build them up over time and collate 
them into one long blog post, or you can share different pieces of this particular 
blog post on social media. But what I'm talking about here is repurposing your 
content. What I like to do with this is create one blog post and then take sections 
of that blog post and at different times of the day, at different times of the 
month, I will share different sections of the same piece of content throughout all 
my platforms on social media. I'll use a different header and a different image, 
but I'll take quotes and direct lines from that blog post and share them all over. 
You're getting different points of your blog post out into social media, which 
means you're hitting a different target markets, you're hitting on different 
people who are interested in different things, and you're pulling them all to the 
same piece of content. 

Whenever you do this an email you can do the same way. It's really important to 
repurpose your content. The way you can think about this is that whenever you 
create one thing, and if you create that 800-1200 word blog post and you take 
that 800-1200 words sharable content and you can't obviously copy and paste 
an entire thing into a Facebook post. You could, but you don't have to. You can 
take different sections of that and share it at different times and share it when 
it's relevant in groups and things to be helpful, and not necessarily sales-y, and 
you can share it with your group and on your Facebook page. So you're giving 
them two or three different points that are within your blog post and then 
you're talking about whatever valuable offer you have at the end of this blog 
post, and I'll get more into that in a minute. You're teasing them enough so 
they'll click on the link so they'll come and you'll drive all that traffic to your 
website.  

So whenever you're directing people back to that blog post, what you really 
need to think about is how you're going to get them onto your list. If they're on 
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your email list already you want to give them something of value. When they're 
not on your email list, you're offering them something of value to get them on 
your email list. That will work in keeping your current subscribers and your 
current audience happy and healthy, and getting new members in as fast as you 
can.  

So a few different options you can do to create an incentive are things that 
pertain to your brand. What I like to do particularly is create checklists and 
things that help people through different processes. So if I write a blog post all 
about creating product descriptions what I'll do within that blog post is two or 
three times I'll link to a product description check list, and that gives them the 
opportunity to download something that is even more helpful. I've given them 
tons of value in this blog post, and now I'm going to give them more value by 
providing a checklist that walks them through an exact process. This saves them 
time and makes their life a lot easier and takes some stress off of them. So what 
it's doing for me is it's getting them to go on my email list so that I can continue 
to add that value, I can continue to grow my audience and help more people.  

What you can do with, as a jewelry entrepreneur, is you can offer tons of value 
in the process that you use in tips and tricks on what they can do with this piece 
of jewelry and how to keep it clean and lasting longer and different fashion 
guides. What I really like to recommend is a guide on everything surrounding 
your brand. So things that don't compete directly with your brand, but 
compliment it. This can go along with a guide for a PDF that you can include 
within the blog post. So for example, if you sell engagement rings a great idea 
for an incentive offer to put in this blog post is a guide on everything to do with 
your wedding or anything fashion related to the wedding that can also 
compliment an engagement ring. So brides are also thinking about the dress and 
the venue. Maybe they want to know the night before checklist, night before 
your wedding what you should do, and you've got pictures of your engagement 
ring all over this PDF and things. 

These are topics your customers are going to be interested in, your audience is 
going to be interested in, they don't necessarily relate directly to jewelry, but 
complement your brand, which means you're helping them in more than just a 
jewelry aspect. You're helping them in their lifestyle, you're creating that 
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loyalty, and that know, like, trust factor by giving them more than what they 
expected with this incentive offer. 

You could also offer things like discounts and exclusive offers, upgrade sale, so if 
they buy this necklace or if they opt in to get this free piece of content then they 
get a discount on the next piece of jewelry that they buy. You can up-sell them in 
different ways by using a free piece of content as well.  

Tracy: Awesome. That is amazing. I love content upgrades and I think it's an amazing 
way to add a ton of value to someone's life and business, which is so cool. So 
let's dive into some of the nitty gritty. The biggest reason why I feel like 
designers don't get the content done is they feel overwhelmed. Like it seems 
hard. So how can we make this easier for them? Do you have any tips to make 
the most of their time when they're writing or creating content for their website 
or anything like that? 

Darian: Yes. I have a lot to say about how to get into the writing frame of mind and 
things like that. That's not necessarily the sexiest topic, but a lot of the time 
when people are, especially... When we first started out we made this mistake 
and we coach a lot of people through this kind of thing, and it's really part of 
mindset. So what you need to do when you're trying to figure out what you're 
going to write, the type of content you're going to create, is you have to take this 
in stages and you have to take a separate chunks of time away from any 
distractions so that you can focus. And just like any muscle in the body, this is 
going to take practice, you're going to have to train yourself to stay focused to 
sit down and actually write something. And the more you do it, the easier it’s 
going to get. 

So the process I like to go through is I'll sit down with a pen and a piece of paper 
and I'll just write a list of topics that I think would fit and I'll put down anything, 
I'll have a nice long brain vomit and I'll just write down anything that comes to 
mind that relates to that topic. Because we're not editing, we're not in the 
editing phase, it's going to come much later. And a lot of time what people have 
trouble with the writing things down and at same time they're trying to edit it 
and make it beautiful and perfect, but you do that when you've got a part of the 
content written. You have to have everything complete and finished, all of your 
ideas on the page before you can go back and edit. 
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Tracy: Can I interrupt here for a second? 

Darian: Absolutely. 

Tracy: So we just had this dinner during that workshop with our SOS team, and my 
sister, Haley is a writer. And my writer Rebecca was also there and some of the 
designers were saying how much they struggled with writing content. And 
Haley chimed in and she's like, there's this old saying, "Write drunk, edit sober." 
So just sit down without like having that editing hat on and just like get 
everything out of your head, and then you can go back and shape it later. 

Darian: Absolutely. That's absolutely right. I love that phrase. I like to think about that 
you can't edit a blank page. So sitting there staring at the blank page and 
nothing's happening, what you need to do is just start writing, just start typing, 
just start using that pen, and any thoughts that are coming into your head just 
write them down. Whether they have anything to do with what your ultimate 
goal is or not, because you need to get into that writing frame of mind. You need 
to get warmed up. So especially when I'm having a tough time getting into it, I'll 
just start using it as a diary, I'll just start writing it as if I'm writing to a friend. 
"Today this is what happened, and my goal right now is to write this down." and 
I'll slowly get into the content I'm trying to create. And after you've done that 
brainstorming where you've written down every single topic you think might 
come to mind, look at that list and pick the easiest one on there, and then start 
doing the same thing, just start writing as much as you can about that topic. 
Because yeah, we're writing drunk and editing sober later. Now after I've 
brainstormed... I brainstorm on pen and paper, but I like write, I like to type the 
content down with the computer because it's much faster and my brain doesn't 
necessarily stop me as much if I'm typing. 

After you've typed through it you can go back and you can start editing it, and 
then you can decide what the theme of this is. Because the biggest mistake I 
made early on whenever I was trying to write content for the very first business, 
for the very first things that we wrote for content, was I would try to come up 
with a theme ahead of time. I would try to pigeonhole this piece of content and 
not give it any wiggle room. Now what I do is I'll have a basic idea of what I'm 
trying to create and I'll just write, and as I'm writing a theme will begin to 
emerge, or multiple begin to emerge, and that's when I can decide if I want to 
stick with one or if I want to incorporate all of them into one long, long topic. So 
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try not to limit yourself, try not to edit yourself, just start writing. And if you're 
not sure what to write about, just start writing about your brand as if you're 
telling us friend everything there is to know about your jewelry, your brand, 
your creation process. Once you've done that you can go back and you pick the 
things that you want to focus on, and then you're just editing at that point. 
You're focusing on the different aspects.  

If you told a friend all about your brand and the process you probably talked 
about brand promise, you probably talked about the steps you used to create 
this piece of jewelry, you probably talked about struggles that you had, 
frustrations that you have maybe writing this content is one of those 
frustrations. That's three different topics in there that you can pull, kind of 
create three different blog posts about. 

Tracy: Awesome.  

Darian: Yeah. Once you have built that foundation you can just add and subtract and you 
can edit, move things around and you can create three different pieces of 
content from there. A blog post is only one form of that content, as well, if I can 
just kind of go on a tangent for a minute. 

Tracy: Yeah, do it. 

Darian: Written marketing can translate into all things communication. It really just 
covers how you're coming across to your audience and if your message is being 
delivered the way you intent. So if writing blog posts is difficult for you, 
something you might try is recording your voice, recording the thoughts in your 
head and then going back and having it transcribed, either through a service or 
doing it yourself and seeing what came out. Because a lot of times, if people 
have trouble typing, maybe you don't type every day of your life, maybe you 
don't have a job where that comes easy to you. Maybe you do something else 
where you work with your hands or you stand up all day talking to people, so 
maybe typing doesn't come as easy. Putting your words down through your 
fingers onto a computer doesn't come as easily. So if you speak into a recorder 
and just put all your thoughts down on there, you can then go back and 
transcribe and figure it out much easier. 

Tracy: I love this tip, and it's something that I give to people all the time. And there's 
another helpful tool as well. If you use Google Docs, you can do voice to text 
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where you literally talk into your microphone or talk straight into your 
computer, there's a tool section in Google Docs that says "voice typing". You can 
hit that and just start talking into a document. It will transcribe, it's going to 
make mistakes and not all the words will come out, depending on how quickly 
you speak or whatever, but that's like your transcription tool right there. But 
recording yourself is one of my favorite hacks. In fact, we do this all the time 
with Flourish and Thrive. I do this for my jewelry brand as well. Just get ideas 
out there and then send it to Rev.com, transcribe it, or just talk into Google 
Document. 

Darian: Yeah, we do the same thing actually, and I find it easier just to type because I've 
been doing it that way so long, but my husband, he has been up and around 
people kind of person his whole life. He was in face to face sales for years and 
years, and so he finds it much easier to talk, and that's what he would do. When 
he creates content we'll just walk right into the microphone and use Google 
Docs. What we do is, if you're brave, you could go live or create a video and then 
have that transcribed, and so what we'll do is we'll do our live videos and then 
send them to Rev.com too and have those transcribed into blog posts. So there 
we're multipurposing that piece of content.  

Tracy: Absolutely, absolutely. I love it, I love it. Any other shortcuts that you can think 
about? 

Darian: So we've created this tool, and it's a content calendar. So I love this tool. If 
you're part of our group, my husband knows this about me; I am a organizing 
and planning junkie. I have a real OCD problem with it, and I love spreadsheets 
and checklists, and I have three or four planners I use on a daily basis. So 
anything that structured and planned out makes me happy. So what we did; we 
started creating our own content years and years ago, was we created a content 
calendar. What the content calendar is, it's an entire year of content that you 
can create with a spreadsheet, and we've come up with an overall theme for the 
year, and an overall scheme for each quarter, and an overall screen for each 
month. Now when I explain this, we get very, very detailed on everything we do, 
and I do not want anyone to get overwhelmed, what you just need to do is 
create some kind of brainstormed plan. It can start with just a quarter, and 
whenever...  We will be doing a webinar, I think, Tracy, if we want to talk about 
that.  
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Tracy: Yeah, we are. 

Darian: In the summer and we're going to go over a quarter of holiday planning and so 
we'll get much more into detail if anybody wants to sign up and come see that. 
But for this, what we created was an entire year of content. We didn't type a 
blog post for every single day of the year, what we did was we came up with a 
topic that fit the themes that we had. So our first aim was awareness and what 
we did for each quarter was decided how we wanted to get the awareness about 
our brand out. So for the first quarter our awareness was we're going to go live. 
In the second quarter we're going to get a little bit deeper. So when we go live 
we're going to talk about these different aspects, and when we go life talking 
about these different aspects we're going to pitch these things at the end of each 
piece of content. 

So what you can do to get even more details on that is for January for instance, 
you can follow the themes of the year to make it really easy. So January is the 
New Year. Every piece of content you create for January can be about the New 
Year and how your piece of jewelry is going to fit into that theme. So are you 
creating something new in January, does this piece of jewelry fit for a gift giving 
item in January. New Year new you, if you are a single lady, new you, you don't 
need anything, buy this piece of jewelry to show your true personality and 
embrace the single lady's lifestyle If you're married, new year in your marriage, 
celebrate another year together with this piece of jewelry. Different things like 
that, and those are all type of ad posts. If you're going to do a tips and tricks blog 
post what to pair your jewelry with, talk about the January ensemble that what 
you would wear, the neckline that would go with a great January ensemble, a lot 
of coats, everybody's really cold, so what your it's anywhere when your hair is 
up, maybe the earrings are out that go really well with a jacket or really well 
with a sweater or something like that. You can create all kinds of different 
themes around, or all kinds of different pieces of content around the different 
themes. 

February can be Valentine's Day; March can be spring time, April, May. You can 
go into really, really deep detail with all these, and because this is podcast I can't 
show you what I'm looking at, but when we do the webinar I'll be able to walk 
you through the actual contents calendar and everything. That's really how we 
speed up the process. Is we'll take a day every quarter or a few days from here 
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and we'll plan that entire process out. And that actually does more than just 
create the content for us. It helps us plan out what kind of ads we're going to put 
out that fit into those themes so that everything for the year is cohesive, and 
we've taken a lot of stress off just by planning ahead for what we want to create 
throughout the year. It doesn't have to be something that's very stringent. It 
can be changed as you go along and you discover your audience is interested in 
particular types of content, you it can adjust your content calendar that way to 
make sure that you are satisfying your customers, that you're bringing in the 
right customers for your brand, and you're giving them what they're interested 
in, you're giving them that value they're looking for. 

Tracy: Awesome, awesome, awesome. So I just want to ask you this one, that was so 
amazing and I'm really excited for this masterclass, webinar, whatever you want 
to call it that's coming up. We'll be sharing links in the show notes, so make sure 
that you check that out so that you can register, because Darian is going to walk 
us through her entire process, which is super amazing. So do you have any other 
recommendations for people who don't think of themselves as writer, who 
struggle getting words on a page? Any other tips on that or is that kind of it? 

Darian: Well and I just want to go back to the mindset of it, because a lot of times we'll 
build something up in our heads and make it seem a lot more difficult than it is, 
and if we just sit down and take some time away from any distractions and try 
to focus on it a few days out of the week or maybe a few days out of the month, 
something that's doable and manageable, you start to develop that habit. So all 
of us communicate. We all speak to other people throughout the day, we talk on 
the phone. Writing is no different, so there's no reason that it should become 
this insurmountable thing in your mind. If you can talk, you can write. If you can 
communicate in any way, you can write a blog post. All it takes is a little bit of 
practice. What people mostly struggle with is finding their voice, and so that's 
what holds a lot of people back whenever they try to sit down and create 
content. Is there insecure about it, they're not sure if the message is coming 
across; they don't want to feel amateurish when they put something up. But 
what you need to think about is letting other people in your circle to help you 
out.  

So all of us know other entrepreneurs, all of us have friends, we have family 
members. So when you sit down to create something, create it in its entirety, 
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make sure you're happy with it, and then find that inner courage and pass it on 
to someone you trust to give it a read and help you out with it. Now, especially 
for Diamond Insiders and the SOS and all of the Flourish and Thrive community, 
what you can do is jump into one of those communities and say, "Hey, I'm new 
at writing this blog post and I have something I'd like everyone to take a look at, 
or I'd like someone to critique for me, give me feedback on." and that takes a lot 
of courage, but that's the best way to get that feedback, because all of the 
members of these groups are in the same community as you. They are creating 
jewelry just like you, they understand the process, they understand your 
struggles, and that you're having trouble with blog posts just like they do or just 
like they did when they started out. 

Joining one of these groups, the Diamond Insiders, SOS, the Flourish and Thrive 
communities, these are all the same kind of entrepreneurs as you. So it's the 
best place to get the feedback that you need to start improving your writing and 
to feel more confident about what you put on your website. Now this is 
something that's really important to do, and so the sooner you do it, the sooner 
you get started, the easier it's going to be. My husband has a favorite saying that 
really kind of guides everything I do is that "A year from now you'll wish you 
had started today." and I don't know where he got that from. I'm sure it was... 

Tracy: I love that. 

Darian: I'm sure it was a big quote from somebody very important a long time ago, but I 
think about that a lot. So every time I hit my own block, which happens quite 
often, I think about, "Well, if I don't get started today, when am I going to get 
started, and well I have just pushed the timeline back?" I'm just pushing my 
success back if I don't start today. And so what you need to do is just get started 
so that you can reach your idea of success. 

Tracy: Absolutely, absolutely. So one more thing. I just want to also reiterate the fact 
that creating all this content doesn't have to be super scary. And what we 
always recommend is this philosophy called time blocking and matching 
content on the same days all the time. So if you can just select a day a week that 
you're going to focus on content or one day a month, something like that, that's 
all the content that you need to create and that's where this calendar that 
Darian was talking about comes in so handy. I'm going to ask her in a minute 
just a little bit more about her masterclass. Because this is how you can take a 
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lot of the overwhelm. It's like I think a lot of people get stressed because like, "I 
have to write content. I have to break up my day." But if you just schedule one 
day a month to actually focus on it, you should crank it all out at that one period 
of time, and it's like the more you practice doing it, the easier it becomes. 

Darian: Exactly. And if you keep to a schedule, and again, I am nuts about schedules.  

Tracy: Yeah. 

Darian: If you know that every day of the week at eight in the morning on Saturdays 
you're going to sit down for one hour and you're going to work on content. 
Whatever you get done in that hour, and that's what you're doing that week or 
that's what you're doing that day for content, and once you have finished that 
hour, whatever you have down on the page, you have achieved your goal. And 
so that's going to help you continue that cycle, because every week you're 
getting that win of achieving what you set out to do. So you are making 
improvements every time you sit down to create content. 

Tracy: Awesome. So many great steps. Okay. So I can already feel the content being 
sped up like wildfire already. Tell us a little bit about your masterclass, Darian. 

Darian: I've put this masterclass on only one time before and it was probably a year ago, 
a very long time ago, and so many people had "aha" moments and were so 
excited because what we do is we walk you through the content calendar that 
we created. What we're doing for this master class is something that's pretty 
special, though. It's the first time we've done it this way, is we're going to walk if 
you're creating sales, or creating holiday content for your holiday sales 
campaigns coming up at the end of the year in the fall, and then in the winter. So 
when we walk you through creating this content calendar we're going to take 
you through the entire year of creating your own content calendar, and then an 
entire quarter for the end of the year for those holiday pieces, those holiday 
blog posts, your holiday ads, different ideas you can do, different kinds of 
headlines you can do, the SEO type keywords you can think about. We're going 
to go into very, very deep detail for that hour of that masterclass on everything 
you need to think about when you're creating content for your holiday 
campaigns. So at the end of that masterclass, my hope for you, and because we'll 
be live, we'll be able to answer all of your questions right there, my hope for you 
is that you're going to have it all mapped out and ready, or at least a very good 
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idea of what you want to do so you can sit down and have perfect direction so 
you can create your holiday content for the end of the year.  

Tracy: Awesome. I love it. I'm so excited for this. We're going to have all the details in 
the show notes, make sure that you check it out and register, we are so excited 
to have and to support you with this, because it's going to be amazing. I love 
bringing in experts who can help you get things done a lot more quickly and 
take sort of the stress out of doing things like content creation. Darian, thank 
you so much for being here today. 

Darian: Thank you Tracy, I'm excited to be here, and I love talking about all these things, 
so I  appreciate you letting me come on and talk about them. 

Tracy: So fun, yay. See you soon. 

Darian: Absolutely. And if you're interested, you can check out DNCCopywriting.com as 
well. It's where we keep all of our tidbits and our pieces of content. 

Tracy: Absolutely, and we will have all the links to everything that Darian talked about 
here in the show notes, which is super awesome. Okay, so Darian, tell us about 
this amazing free resource that you're giving all of our podcast listeners today 
over at Thrive by Design. 

Darian: So my goal for this is that you can pair all these pieces of content, this podcast, 
the masterclass coming up, and this free piece of content together so that you 
have all the information you need to create your holiday content. So this piece of 
content is called the Holiday Content Creation Checklist, and it's going to walk 
you through the different things you need to think about, the different things 
you need to write about, and the process you need to use whenever you create 
your holiday content, and whenever you go into that content creation 
spreadsheet that we're going to go through in the masterclass. So it's going to 
help you with a lot of different things. 

Tracy: Awesome, awesome. And we'll have the link to grab this check list, we'll have 
the link to register for the masterclass, and we'll have the link to you DNC 
Copywriting also on the show notes. Thank you so much for being here, Darian, 
this was awesome.  

Darian: Thank you Tracy, I really appreciate it. 
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Tracy: Thank you so much for listening to the show today. What fun was that? Make 

sure that you had on over to FlourishThriveAcademy.com/episode157 to jump 
on Darian's masterclass, make sure that you register right away, and to also 
check out the amazing stuff that Accounting for Jewelers, our sponsor for 
today's episode has to offer, and if you're interested in enrolling in one of their 
courses you can enter the words, or are the code I should say, "thrive by design" 
to get $100 off. Awesome, awesome, blossom. Alright, thank you so much for 
listening today. It has been my pleasure, and I so enjoy bringing this podcast to 
you, and I wanted to ask you a quick favor. If you love what you're hearing 
today, I would love for you to share this with your friends. It's super easy. If 
you're on iTunes or listening to this on your phone or Stitcher or wherever you 
might be listening to it, even maybe it's on our blog, awesome, just hit the little 
share button and share the link with your friends.  

It's my mission really here to impact as many jewelry designers, makers, people 
in the fashion industry, accessories industry, whoever. I have lived my life as a 
creative visionary and been one of those people who's been super passionate 
about getting my art out into the world, and now it's my turn to pay it forward. 
So I would love to help others who are trying to get their businesses off the 
ground. Those of you who are trying to grow and scale your businesses and get 
stuck at times, like let's do this guys. So if you know someone who could use 
help and also needs a little inspiration from time to time, please share this 
podcast with them, because that's how the word gets out. Sharing is caring. 
Alright, thank you so much for listening today. Take care until next time; this is 
Tracy Matthews signing off. 
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